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Symbols
Symbol
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IOUT
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n
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VLOAD

Explanation
step of duty cycle
root-mean- square declination
step of timer
approximation polynomial coefficients
capacitor
capacitor of current fed dimmer
capacitor of voltage fed dimmer
switch duty cycle
duty cycle
maximum switch duty cycle of LED
minimum switch duty cycle of LED
utilization of the duty cycle
switching frequency
forward current
inductance current
LED current
load current
output current
reverse bias saturation current
Boltzman’s constant
number of impulse in period
inductance
inductance of current fed dimmer
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output power
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junction temperature
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total length of pulse time
capacitor voltage
capacitor voltage when the transistor is ON
capacitor voltage when the transistor is OFF
forward voltage
input voltage
LED voltage
load voltage
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VLOADd
VLOADdmax
Vo
VOUT
Z
δ
ФLED

discontinuous load voltage
maximal discontinuous load voltage
voltage of working point
output voltage
integer number of the steps
relative time of zero voltage
luminous flux
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Motivation

Reasons for Development of Lighting Technologies
Historically, the first real mass consumer of electrical energy is electrical
lighting. There are 365 days or 8760 hours in a year, of which approximately
4000 hours are dark hours in Estonia [1] that require use of artificial lighting.
Nowadays various electrical lamps are the most frequently used electrical
devices. Across the world electrical lighting consumes about 19% of totally
consumed electricity [2], [3]. That is why any improvement of lighting
equipment may lead to serious reduction of energy consumption. Two
directions of this improvement are possible: a) use of more energy efficient
lighting technologies; b) use of intelligent lighting control solutions.
Besides that in many areas, such as medicine, security and military
applications, the quality of lighting (provided level of lighting, its spectral
content, time based pattern, as well as absence of “lighting pollution” –
unnecessary light) is also extremely important. Therefore, when improving
energy efficiency, it is important to keep other parameters at the satisfactory
level.

History of Lighting
During the first half of the 19th century, gas lighting that had significant
advantages over incandescent lighting with liquid fuel dominated. But with the
development of production and growth of cities, such lighting was less
satisfactory because the power of a single light torch was low and it was
dangerous for a fire, harmful to health.
Electrical lighting developed in two directions: design of arc lamps and
incandescent lamps. History of electric lighting starts with a reference to the
experiments of V. Petrov in 1802. It was found that using an electric arc, "dark
peace" can be lightened quite clear. At the same time, Davy in England showed
the intensity of the conductor current.
In 1844 the French physicist Jean Bernard Foucault replaced the electrode
charcoal electrodes of retort coal, increasing the burning lamp. Hand regulation
was used, these lamps could be applied only for short time for intense light, for
instance, for light microscope slide, the alarm in lighthouses.
Among the arc lights, the "electrical candle" of Yablochkov holds a special
place. The invention deserves special evaluation, as it is the "electrical candle"
that has caused the rapid growth of the electrical industry.
The earliest incandescent lamp was constructed in 1809 by an Englishman
Delarue. This lamp was a heated platinum spiral in a glass tube. In 1828
Belgian Zhobar heated carbon rods in a rarefied space. The service life of the
tube was negligible.
After 1840 numerous designs of incandescent glow with a body made of
platinum, iridium, carbon or graphite were offered.
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In 1860 English inventor Swann first used charred strips of thick paper or
Bristol board heated in a vacuum for an incandescent lamp.
In 1870-1875 Lodygin decided to build a flying machine heavier than air,
i.e., moving electricity ("elektrolet"). Lodygin began designing a bulb with a
thin carbon rod enclosed in a glass bulb. In an effort to increase the burning,
Lodygin proposed to install multiple carbon rods arranged so that when burned
one automatically includes the following.
The first public demonstration of Lodygin’s lamps was held in 1870, and in
1874 he received a Russian privilege (patent) for his lamp. Then he patented his
invention in several countries of Western Europe. The first lamps were working
about 30 - 40 minutes. When Lodygin started to use a vacuum flask, its life
grew to several hundred hours. The new lamp with tungsten filament was
presented at the Paris Exhibition by Lodygin in 1890.
Among inventors, Edison is the most prominent. However, electrical lamp is
not Edison’s invention. He developed the system of electrical lighting and the
system of centralized power.
Edison’s interest in the problem of electrical lighting dates back to 1879.
There is enough compelling information that Edison knew the invention of his
predecessors in the field of electrical light bulbs, including the work of
Lodygin. He was also impressed by Yablochkov’s success in the "electrical
candle".
Edison immediately set two goals: to create a moderate light illumination,
each should burn completely independently. His conclusion was that a filament
of high resistance, which will include lamps in parallel (rather than sequentially,
as before there were no electrical lights). On April 12, 1879 Edison received the
first patent for a lamp with a platinum coil of high resistance, and then - to the
lamps with carbon filaments in 1880.
Edison turned electricity into the product that is sold in all comers, and
electrical installation became a centralized power.
Already in the 1880s a rapid development of electrical lighting started, the
ever-expanding mass production of light bulbs, resulting in the advancement of
the electric machine industry, electrical instruments, electrical equipment and
improving methods of production and distribution of electrical energy [4].

Review of Electrical Lighting Technologies
As was mentioned above, electrical lighting plays a main role in human life.
The two main categories of electrical light are incandescent lamps, which
produce light by a filament heated white-hot by electrical current, and gasdischarge lamps, which produce light by an electrical arc through a gas. In the
last years the energy efficiency of electrical lighting has increased dramatically.
An energy effective lighting installation is energy efficient while at the same
time provides necessary lighting requirements for a particular application. In
addition, it has low maintenance and operating costs. The criteria for
comparison of lighting technologies are presented in Table 1.1: luminaire
efficacy, lamp life, control of light, Colour Rendering Index (CRI) [5], cost of
installation and cost of operation. These parameters are explained below.
12

Table 1.1 Comparison of popular lighting technologies
Lamp Type

Characteristics
Luminaire
efficacy
(lm/W)

Lamp
life
h

Dimming

CRI

Cost of
installation

Cost of
operation

GLS

5-15

1000

Excellent

100

low

Tungsten
halogen
Mercury
vapor
CFL

12-35

20004000
12000

Excellent

100

low

very
high
high
moderate

600012000

20 to
65
80

moderate

40-65

Fluorescent
lamp
Induction
lamp
Metal
halide

50-100

1000016000
60000100000
600012000

Not
possible
With
special
lamps
Good

High
pressure
sodium
(standard)
LED

80-100

1200016000

20-120

20000100000

40-60

60-80
50-100

Not
possible
Possible
but not
practical
Possible
but not
practical
Excellent

low

low

low

low

high

low

8090

high

low

20-30

high

low

85

high

low

8295
100

150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70

70 - 115

60
50

50 - 140

40

40 - 70

30

30 - 110

20
10
0

10 - 17

Incandescent

20 - 100

25 - 60

White
LED

Mercury
vapor

12 - 22

Halogen
A-line

Linear
fluorescent

Compact
fluorescent

High-pressure
sodium

Metal
halide

Figure 1.1 Comparison of luminous efficacy among different types of lighting
sources
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Luminous efficacy is defined as the ratio of light (luminous flux) emitted by
a light source to the power consumed by the light source, including power
consumed by any auxiliary control device associated with the light source
(Lumens provided per Watt consumed).The higher the luminous efficacy, the
more efficient the source is at producing light. Figure 1.1 presents the
comparison of luminous efficacy of different types of lighting sources [6].
Lamp life is classified in two ways depending on the type of the lamp. The
first is lamp’s expiry time, also referred to as lamp mortality. This term refers
mainly to light sources with filaments such as tungsten lamps. When the
filament breaks, the life of the source has ended. The second classification is
based on when the light output of the light source falls to 80 % of the
maintained lumens (lumens given at 2,000 hours).
This is used for discharge forms of light source such as fluorescent, metal halide
and sodium. Most of these light sources will continue to give light for longer
periods of time, but will continue to decrease in light output until they expire.
When a single lamp type is listed with varying life hours in the Lamp
Comparison Table, it indicates that these types are available with differing life
expectancies.
Dimming – is a possibility to adjust light level produced by the discussed
lighting source. If available, this feature enables reduction of energy
consumption if less light is required. Also, this feature helps to build smart
lighting systems with different methods of occupancy detection, infra-red,
ultrasonic or microwave.
The colour rendering properties of a light source indicate the ability of the
light source to reproduce the colour relative to the same colour, or colours,
illuminated by a reference source (daylight). Colour rendering properties of a
light source are specified by the CRI and symbols as Ra. Good colour rendering
equates to a high Ra value, the highest value is daylight with a colour rendering
index of 100. Poor colour rendering equates to a low Ra, and the poorest colour
rendering for a light source is low pressure sodium which has an Ra of 20.
Cost of installation includes several aspects such as the cost of lighting
source itself, necessary accessories (such as plugs, reflectors, obligatory control
devices etc.).
At the same time, the Cost of operation includes mostly cost of necessary
maintenance works and consumables (if necessary).
It is also important to understand the dynamics of development of lighting
technologies. For example, the high pressure sodium lighting technology has
almost reached its saturation.
It means that the much cheaper and better sodium lamps are not expected in
the nearest future. At the same time, LED lighting technology is rapidly
advancing and therefore, further improvements of their parameters are very
likely to be achieved.
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Outlines of LED Lighting Technology
• Main advantages and drawbacks
Implementation of Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) provides high efficacy [7],
LEDs are ecologically friendly and their life time is significantly longer. On the
other hand, LEDs are easily dimmable and dimming has no negative impact on
them. It makes LEDs suitable for smart lighting technologies that provide light
exactly where and when it is required.
The main disadvantage of LEDs is their still higher price (November 2012).
Also, LEDs are heat sensitive, produce heat that requires certain cooling.
Besides that, LEDs have to be supplied from a dedicated power source, the
construction of which may be quite complex [8].
• History
In the second half of the 20th century, scientists found that diodes made of
semiconductor materials may produce light when they conduct current [9].
Recognizing the great potential of LEDs in the future, many companies focused
on the research of high efficiency LEDs.
In 1907 British experimenter H.J. Round found that the crystal of silicon
carbide produces light when voltage is applied [10]. Nevertheless this
breakthrough stayed practically unused for several decades. Next, Nick
Holonyak, Jr. contributed to the practical invention of LEDs in 1962 [11]. The
first commercially available LED was red (1962) [12]. His LED was made with
gallium arsenide. Such devices were widely used as replacement for indicator
lamps and in seven – segment displays [13]. This LED could be used only for
backlight because its light output insufficient to illuminate a large area. Along
with development of LED materials technology, in 1987 Hewlett Packard
AlGaAs (aluminium gallium arsenide) diodes entered the market. These diodes
had higher efficiency that enables replacement of incandescent and fluorescent
lighting for LEDs for illumination [14], [15].
• Features of LEDs for lighting
A LED is a diode, i.e., a semiconductor device based on a sole PN-junction.
The basic structure of a typical LED consists of a diode that is chip-established
in a reflector cup and retained in place with a soft lead frames linked with a pair
of electrical wires. PN-junction is a hole between two semiconductors with
different types of conductivity. When the current flows across the junction of
two different materials, light is produced from within the solid crystal chip. The
shape or width of the emitted light beam is determined by a variety of factors:
the shape of the reflector cup, the size of the LED chip, the shape of the epoxy
lens and the distance between the LED chip and the epoxy lens. The
composition of the semiconductor materials determines the wavelength and
colour of light. In addition to visible wavelengths, LEDs are also available in
infrared wavelengths, from 830 nm to 940 nm. The typical LED configuration
is presented in Figure1.2 [16].
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Figure1.2 Configuration of a LED

Figure 1.3 VA-curve of high power LEDs
Previously, lighting LEDs were made in very common 5 mm T1-3/4 and 3
mm T1 packages. Such LEDs were often recognized as «high brightness»
LEDs. However, with higher power, it has become increasingly necessary to
eliminate the heat, so the packages have become more complex and adapted for
heat dissipation. Such kind of lighting LEDs are called «high power» LEDs.
Packages for state-of-the-art high power LEDs bear little resemblance to early
LEDs (example: Philips Lumileds) [8].
• Model of LEDs
Electrically, a LED is characterized by its forward current (IF) and forward
voltage (VF). These parameters of the LED have the exponential relationship.
Small changes of the forward voltage will cause much larger (in %) changes of
current. The graph in Figure 1.3 shows how the forward of a particular LED [7]
voltage drop depends on the LED current.
A simplified voltage-current relationship of LEDs can be presented by the
expression:

IF = IS ⋅ e

eVF /( nd KT j )

,

(1.1)

where IF – forward current, IS – reverse bias saturation current, VF – diode
forward voltage, nd – diode ideality factor (for ideal diodes it is equal to 1, for
16

real diodes the value of this factor is between 1,1 to 1,5), K – Boltzman’s
constant, Tj – temperature.
More accurate formulas include also parasitic series resistance of diodes,
which take place due to the large resistance of contacts, or because of the
resistance of the neutral area of the semiconductor structure. Any channels in
pn-junction caused by destruction of its areas or defects on its surface lead to
formation of parallel parasitic resistances. To take into account the parasitic
resistances, Eq. (1.1) should be modified to Eq. (1.2):
(V − IRs )
e (V − IR ) /( n kT )
= IS ⋅ e F s d j ,
I− F
(1.2)
Rp
where Rs is the series resistance and Rp is the parallel resistance. If Rp→∞ and
Rs→0, we obtain Eq. (1.1) [17].
Analytical estimation of the regulation curve requires an expression for the
output voltage of the driver and the V-A curve of LEDs. The V-A curve of
LEDs does not exist in the analytical view, but it has been measured
experimentally (for 7-series connected LEDs). Based on the experimental data,
the polynomial approximation of the curve was obtained. For this calculation,
the 3rd order polynomial approximation was used:
I LED = f (VLED ) = a0 + a1 ⋅ (VLED − V0 ) + a2 ⋅ (VLED − V0 ) 2 + a3 ⋅ (VLED − V0 ) 3 , (1.3)

where V0=20.2 V is the voltage value of the working point, and a0...a3 are the
polynomial coefficients for the explored LEDs in the range of VLED from 17
to 23.5 V and ILED from 0 to 3000 mA. The polynomial coefficients calculated
for the described working point are as follows: a0 = 557, a1 = 442, a2 = 89.6 and
a4 = 1.92.With these coefficients, the accuracy is higher than 2%.
The same method was used to find Lm-A expression. The 2nd order polynomial
was used:

ФLED = f ( I LED ) = b0 + b1 ⋅ ( I LED − I 0 ) + b1 ⋅ ( I LED − I 0 ) 2

(1.4)

For this approximation the current range is from 0 to 3000mA and the luminous
flux ФLED is from 0 to 700lm. In this range optimal working point is I0 =
1487mA, but the coefficients are b0 = 442,.b1= 0.244 and b2 = 0.0000241,
producing an accuracy of about 2%.
LEDs emit light when electrical current passes through [18]. A mechanism
of luminescence of LEDs is the emission of photons by the recombination of
electron-hole pairs. In this process the light power produced is proportional to
the number of recombined electron-hole pairs, which define also the electrical
current of the device. At the same time, when an electron meets a hole, it falls
across the band gap from the higher to the lower energy level, releasing the
band gap energy as a photon of light with the corresponding frequency, and,
hence, the colour of radiation corresponds to the band gap energy, i.e., depends
on the material.
The empirical data of the characteristic luminous flux – current curve
(Figure 1.4) and luminous flux – the temperature curve (Figure 1.5) of an LED
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enable us to draw two important conclusions: a) LEDs efficiency is much higher
at lower current levels; b) increase in the temperature causes the decrease of the
forward voltage (and power) needed to maintain a constant current. Moreover,
the luminous output will also fall substantially. This means that even though
less power is required to maintain a constant current level, the lower luminous
output causes lower overall efficiency of the LED.
In conclusion, an LED is a current-driven device whose brightness is
proportional to the conduction current [19]. The regulation must keep the
current of an LED between its rated value and reasonable minimum to obtain
luminous intensity of a definite range. LED power supply should have elements
that limit the current through the LED according to its characteristics, which is
provided by different regulators, so-called drivers or electronic ballasts.
• Structure of an LED Luminaire
LEDs are semiconductor devices that cannot be directly connected to an AC
network. As it was shown before, LEDs are more inclined to use constant
current driving instead of constant voltage [20]. In addition, the current in LEDs
flows only in one direction (from the p-side (anode) to the n-side (cathode)).

Figure 1.4 Luminous flux of an LED vs. forward current

Figure 1.5 Relative light output vs. junction temperature of an LED
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Figure 1.6 Typical content of an LED luminaire
Finally, it is beneficial to use LEDs in smart lighting systems where light
level is adjustable. That is why lighting LEDs should be connected to a system,
the main components of which are: LEDs, electronic circuit providing their
current and voltage, a microprocessor control system equipped with a suitable
communication interface, as well as power supply for all the elements
mentioned. Besides that a LED luminaire (Figure 1.6) includes devices for
cooling (radiators or fans), lenses and others optical devices for mixing and
elimination of light [21].

1.2

Main hypotheses and objectives

The most significant part of an LED luminaire is a LED driver that provides
the supply for LEDs and adjusts their current and illuminance. LED drivers are
characterized by a set of criteria which express their correspondence to the
selected task: a) efficiency; b) physical volume and weight; c) cost; d)
controllability. The main aim of this research is to elaborate an energy efficient
LED driver with improved parameters of controllability and efficiency that can
be used in grids of intellectual sources of light.

The main hypotheses of the PhD research:
•

•

Development of LED drivers utilizing the direct current regulation approach
improves the parameters of controllability of the drivers keeping at the same
time their efficiency at the level comparable with existing competitive
topologies.
Frequency modulated control signals equally improve the efficiency and the
controllability of the drivers of known topologies.

The main objectives of the PhD research:
•
•
•

to analyze the current state-of-the-art in the field of energy efficient
dimmable LED drivers (electronic ballasts for LEDs) and to identify their
main drawbacks and advantages;
to propose develop and verify energy efficient dimmable LED drivers
utilizing a direct current regulation technique;
to verify operation of the existing dimmable LED drivers with frequency
modulated signals for their transistor switching control;
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•

1.3

to analyze the proposed approaches and compare them with existing ones,
identify their drawbacks and define directions of their improvement.

Results and dissemination

Further sections present the most important results achieved in this doctoral
research, including both the scientific and practical novelties. The scientific
novelties expand theoretical background in the field of power electronic
converters and their applications and can be used, for example, for
improvement of the course of “power electronics”. The practical novelties can
be useful for companies who produce the electronic ballasts for LEDs, for
instance, Philips, Osram. The prototypes elaborated during the PhD research
can be used as direct templates for similar designs (besides their use for
experimental verification purposes).

Scientific novelties:
•
•

theory of utilization of frequency modulated control signals in dimmable
amplitude modulated LED drivers;
theory of utilization of direct current regulators as dimmable amplitude
mode LED drivers.

Practical novelties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

method and algorithm of control of voltage fed buck type dimmable LED
drivers based on frequency modulation with constant pause and variable
pulse durations;
method and algorithm of control of voltage fed boost type dimmable LED
drivers based on frequency modulation with constant pulse and variable
pause durations;
method and algorithm of control of voltage fed buck-boost type dimmable
LED drivers based on frequency modulation with variable pulse and pause
durations;
methodology of calculation of parameters and choice of elements of
dimmable LED drivers operating with frequency modulated control
signals;
methodology of design of dimmable LED drivers based on direct
convention of current, calculation of their parameters and choice of their
elements.
new design of dimmable LED drivers based on direct current regulation;
new design of dimmable LED drivers with frequency modulated control
signals,

Dissemination of results and publications
The results of the PhD thesis were reported by their presentation at 10
international conferences. The author has published 9 international scientific
works directly associated with the thesis. Six of the author’s papers are
presented in collections indexed by IEEE Explorer, ISI- Thomson Reuters and
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others international databases. The most important papers directly connected to
the research topic are listed in the Appendix.
Additionally, in terms of international collaboration, the PhD research helps
to promote international cooperation between Tallinn University of Technology
and other European universities and institutions

1.4

Summary

As shown in this section, the LED lighting technology provides good
parameters of lighting devices such as higher luminous efficacy, longer lifetime,
as well as excellent dimming possibility that make the technology attractive for
use in the smart lighting applications. At the same time, the LED technology
has not reached its technological saturation that promises lower process and
better parameters of LEDs in the nearest future. It is concluded that success of
the LED lighting technology depends considerably on the success of the
electronic circuits intended for their supply and regulation of their current –
LED drivers. It is hypothesized that the parameters of these drivers could be
significantly improved with a direct current regulation approach and frequency
modulated control signals for switching devices.
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2
2.1

LIGHT REGULATION METHODS FOR SMART
LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Definition, Content and Functions of a Smart Lighting System

A smart lighting system is a system that is capable of delivering light where
and when and as much as is required [22]. The system adjusts an actual level of
lighting depending on the ambient lighting, artificial lighting not included in the
smart system, particular needs of its users, lighting schedules or scenarios, etc.
[23]. The intelligent lighting system consists of sensors, lamps and control
devices (Figure 2.1).
A smart lighting system can be systematized depending on the location of a
control system to the distributed, centralized or combined [A1]. In the
distributed control system, each lamp has its own control device capable of
communicating with the neighboring ones providing necessary light regulation
together. In contrast, the centralized control system is a system that allows
controlling all lamps from one central location or centralized control device. In
the report [A2] four groups of smart lighting systems are discussed: a) first, the
system composed of an independent network of lamps, independent network of
sensors are attached to a centralized control system – Fig. 1a in [A2]; b) second,
a set of independent local groups of sensors lamps, as well as their control units,
which are physically closely located – Fig. 1b in [A2]; c) third, based on the
same principle, but each local group is connected to the centralized control
system – Fig. 1c in [A2]; d) fourth, a system consisting of a network of lamps
and sensors where control functions are distributed in all parts of the system –
Fig. 1d in [A2]. The distributed system has been found to be safer in operation
and to provide sufficient speed and quality of light regulation.
In addition, in smart lighting systems all or most their light source must be
adjustable, i.e., capable of providing light of any value from a definite range.
Therefore, the drivers installed in such systems supply adjustable current or
adjustable voltage to the attached LEDs. There are two approaches of building
drivers with such functionality. The first approach (composite drivers) assumes
that there are dedicated direct current (DC/DC) converters for light regulation
(dimmers) while other functional blocks of the driver (rectifier, filter etc.)
ensure compatibility with the supply (usually AC grid) [24], [25] and [26].

Figure 2.1 Configuration of a smart lighting system
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Figure 2.2 Example of an intelligent lighting system
This approach is technically reasonable if there are few LED matrices
controlled separately, but supplied from the same source. In this case dimmers
must also be separate while the other parts of the supply can be shared. An
example of a multiple-lamp multiple-dimmer smart lighting unit is given in
Figure 2.2. This unit contains its own set of sensors, several LED matrices and a
control system, as well as a dimmer for each LED group. Separate dimmers
(DC/DC converters) are also suitable and energy efficient if the supply is a
direct voltage of value close to the LED’s rated voltage, in the case of DC grids.
An alternative approach (monolithic drivers) [27] - [30] assumes that all
blocks of the driver are combined in the same circuitry. Such drivers are more
energy efficient, but suitable for single lamp (LED matrix) applications.
Most of the considered dimmers and monolithic drivers are based on Voltage
Fed (VF) Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) with Pulse-Width Modulation
(PWM) applied to their switches. Taking into account vertical V-A curve of
LEDs (Figure 1.3), these devices must work with higher nonlinearity and lower
accuracy that could be improved.
This thesis research analyzes dimmers of composite drivers for the following
reasons: 1) they are suitable for all kinds of power supply; 2) these dimmers are
more efficient in the case of DC supply; 3) as converters whose operation
principles can be expanded to other types of the supply. DC/DC dimmers are
here called "drivers", that is true in the case of DC supply.

2.2

Light Regulation Methods

LEDs allow spectral, spatial and temporal control of the light emitted that
cannot be achieved with other light sources. However, the most requested task
is regulation of light intensity of LEDs [A3]. Depending on the pattern of the
luminous flux in the time domain, the light regulation methods can be divided
into two groups: fluent regulation of the luminous flux and pulse mode
regulation of the luminous flux. Also, a discrete version of the fluent mode is
possible and can be identified as step regulation.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 2.3 Light regulation methods: a) fluent mode (amplitude modulation);
b) step mode (discrete amplitude modulation); c) pulse mode (pulse width
modulation)

Fluent Regulation of LED Current and Luminous Flux
A luminous flux with this mode (Figure 2.3a) can take any value from
maximum to zero. So, obviously, it is the most attractive method in terms of
functionality because no restrictions are applicable. However, several
drawbacks must be mentioned with regard to this method. The most important
one – LED’s brightness is not entirely proportional to LED’s current. Moreover,
not only a luminous flux but also the wavelength and therefore the colour of
light are slightly different at different values of LED current. Also, a voltage or
current regulator is required in this case.

Pulse Mode Regulation of LED Current and Luminous Flux
With this method, the value of a luminous flux at any time instant is either
maximum or zero (Figure 2.3b). Then, if a change of the luminous flux occurs
periodically, its average value depends on the ratio of flickers duration to the
period of flickering. Obviously, this method provides pulse pattern of
instantaneous luminous flux and adjusts only its average value. When the
frequency of modulation is low, the pulsating character of light becomes visible
to human eye. When the frequency is high, a stroboscopic effect may appear.
Also, this method is less energy efficient and leads to higher operation
temperature and shorter lifetime of LEDs [31], [32] and [33]. At the same time,
the pulse mode dimming requires only one electronic switch that operates at
much lower frequency than those of SMPS-s.

Step Regulation of a Luminous Flux
The third light regulation method is possible due to small typical power of
LEDs. For this reason, LED luminaire usually includes a number of LEDs,
which can be divided into groups and each group can be controlled separately.
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of types of sources
The total luminous flux is regulated through separate powering for each group
by using switches activated by a control system. It is evident that the maximal
number of regulation steps is equal to the number of LEDs groups while the
step of regulation is equal to the power (or current or light) of a single group.
With this method, a luminous flux changes stepwise in the range of fixed values
between the maximum and zero. Dividing LEDs into groups enables us to
adjust the brightness with a specific constant step (Figure 2.3c).

2.3

Dimmers for LEDs

As was mentioned above, LEDs are low voltage devices and their adjustable
power supply (dimmer) should be specific. It can be built as a current source or
voltage source. It is advantageous to supply LEDs from current sources, but
nowadays most of available regulators operate as voltage sources (Figure 2.4).
Another kind of the dimmer available uses a constant voltage source and current
balancing element (variable resistor) to control the LED’s forward current. Such
kinds of dimmers are commonly known as analogue. However, voltage
variations and power waste on the variable resistor make the analogue dimming
method unsuitable for more demanding applications. From Figure 2.4 it is clear
that a dimmer could be designed for each light regulation method either as a
current fed or a voltage fed converter.

Dimmers for Pulse Mode Light Regulation
Most of LED drivers available on the market apply pulse mode modulation
(PWM) for regulation of the power amount for the LED [34]. For such drivers
one unregulated voltage (Figure 2.5a) or one current (Figure 2.5b) source is
needed. In the case of a voltage regulator, a controllable switch (MOSFET) is
connected in series with LEDs and applies the voltage during flickers. In the
case of a current regulator, the switch is connected in parallel with LEDs and
shorts them during the pauses between the flickers.
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a)
b)
Figure 2.5 Dimmers for pulse mode regulation: a) voltage fed; b) current fed

a)
d)

b)

c)
e)
Figure 2.6 Dimmers for step mode light regulation; Voltage fed: a) equal
groups; b) binary weighted groups; c) binary weighted with unitary supply;
Current fed: d) equal groups; e) binary weighted groups

a)
b)
Figure 2.7 Dimmers for fluent mode regulation: a) voltage fed; b) current fed
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Dimmers for Step Mode Light Regulation
The second method of luminous flux regulation is the step mode. Converters
for this method are the arrays of electronic switches for commutation LEDs in
groups. These commutation arrays can also be voltage or current fed. Here an
equal group approach and a binary weighted group approach can be emphasized.
Voltage fed switch matrices are more practical [35]. However, this approach
works well only if the number of LEDs in all groups is the same and if the
dimmer is supplied from a voltage source of the LED’s rated value. Then each
group can be controlled by its own switch (Figure 2.6a). Each unequal group of
LEDs (included binary weighted) needs its own voltage source and switch
(Figure 2.6b) that is bulky and a less practical solution (usually needs a
complicated transformer) or its own regulator (Figure 2.6c) that is more
complicated and less energy efficient. In the case of a current fed switch matrix,
only one current source for all LED groups is necessary. With a current supply
like in the voltage supply case, each group has its own switch, but it shortcircuits the LEDs. The difference between the equal (Figure 2.6-d) and the
binary weighted (Figure 2.6e) group approach is only in the number of shortcircuited LEDs.

Dimmers for Fluent Mode Light Regulation
• Voltage Fed
A fluent luminous flux LED dimmer supplied by voltage (Figure 2.7a) needs
a voltage regulator which is an adjustable SMPS, providing necessary reduced
voltage for dimming. LED’s current reduction occurs indirectly – through its
VA-curve. The output voltage used for dimming compared with the full voltage
range is narrow [A5] – that is a significant drawback. In Chapter 3 it is shown
that this drawback can be minimized if frequency modulation is used to control
switchings of the converter. The dimming SMPS converter can be chosen
depending on the relation of the supply voltage and LED’s voltage. There are
three cases: a) the supply voltage is always higher than the LED voltage; b) the
supply voltage is always lower than the LED voltage; c) sometimes the supply
voltage is higher than the LED voltage, and sometimes it is lower [36]. There
are several well known topologies of switch mode regulators suitable for all
mentioned occasions - buck, boost [37], buck-boost [38], SEPIC, Cuk [39] and
others. These topologies are compared in [A3] and [A4]. This comparison
reveals that a buck converter is preferable because it is more energy efficient.
• Current Fed
Fluent luminous flux LED dimmers supplied from a current source (Figure
2.7b) functionally look similar to voltage sourced regulators, i.e., in this case
they include only one regulator – a current regulator. Studies of current fed
converters [40] are mostly devoted to their applications with natural current
sources like photovoltaic [41] and superconductive magnetic energy storages
[42]. One of the hypotheses of this thesis assumes that the current fed LED
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dimmers have certain benefits over the voltage fed ones. This hypothesis is
developed and validated in Chapter 4.

Preliminary Assessment of Light Regulation Methods
In order to determine pros and cons of different dimmers, a preliminary
investigation of some dimmers was made [A4]. In summary, the step mode
light regulation is preferable over the other modes in the case of rather small
number (10…20) of illuminance levels. Then the corresponding power and
control hardware/software is simpler, provides lower losses keeping at the same
time control parameters at comparable level. Pulse mode regulators are even
more attractive, but they have also significant drawbacks (flickering,
stroboscopic effects). It was also concluded that it is worth considering
configurations of LED matrices with a larger number of elements of lower
power (compared to a smaller number of elements of higher power). At the
same time if the requested number of illuminance steps is higher – fluent mode
dimmers have to be considered [A5] and [A6].

2.4

Laboratory Testbench

Both the preliminary assessment of the light regulation methods and
estimation of the proposed hypotheses were made experimentally. In order to
provide comprehensive analysis with necessary experimental data a flexible
testbench was developed [A7]. The testbench consists of a configurable LED
matrix, laboratory like power supply (which can operate as a voltage or current
source) and a verified dimmer (Figure 2.8a).
The number and configuration of LEDs were chosen taking into account the
following considerations. Firstly, the step mode light regulation requires a
sufficient number of LEDs. If the minimal step of light changes is about
5…10% (reasonable minimum for some street lighting applications), then the
number of LEDs must be about 15…20. Secondly, available armature for the
luminaire is not very large and cannot dissipate power more than 20 W. Thirdly,
available LEDs are of 1W power. This makes a matrix of 15 1 W LEDs a
reasonable choice. The placement of LEDs in the matrix must ensure
symmetrical distribution of active LEDs when some of them are off (Figure
2.8b). Such number of LEDs (15) provides also numerous possible LED groups:
1×15 LED, 3×5 LED, 5×3 LED, 15×1 LED as well as binary weighted groups
(1, 2, 4 and 8).

a)

b)

Figure 2.8 Configuration of the laboratory testbench: a) parts of the testbench
b)physical placement of binary weighted groups of LEDs in the matrix
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The main parameters of the primary supply are as follows: attached to
common 220 V-50 Hz alternating current (AC) grid, 55 V output in the constant
voltage mode and 280 mA in the constant current mode (that corresponds to 15
series connected 1W LED – in the rated point of operation). Assuming the
worst case efficiency of the secondary regulator (90 %) and the primary power
supply (90 %), the power of supply is 15 / (0.9*0.9) = 18.5 ≈ 20 W. Since LEDs
should have galvanic isolation for safe use of AC power source, a flyback
topology equipped with a power corrector was chosen («Power Integration’s»
LinkSwitch based solution) [A8].
It must be noted that an initial version of the testbench contained 19 LED
[A3] matrix and 20 W-70 V-280 mA. Later this configuration was reconsidered
in order to provide binary weighted groups. Also, for efficiency testing another
configuration of the testbench was used. It contains 15 10 W LEDs and a
laboratory power supply that also corresponds to the configuration given in
Figure 2.8.

2.5

Summary

This chapter provides the definition of a smart lighting system. It is
concluded that the function of such systems is light regulation. In the case of
LEDs this can be achieved with fluent, pulse or step modes of light (and LED’s
current) regulation. The unit providing this function, the dimmer, can be a
distinct part of the LED’s driver (composite approach) or it can be integrated in
its circuit (monolithic approach). Dimmers can utilize all these regulation
modes and can be supplied from a voltage or current source. It was also found
that high performance and energy efficient dimmers are based on the fluent
mode light regulation. It has been proposed to improve the quality (linearity and
accuracy) of light regulation of the voltage fed dimmers utilizing frequency
modulation to control high frequency switchings of dimmer’s transistors, as
well as to use current fed dimmers. This chapter also describes a testbench built
to provide a flexible experimenting base.
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3

FLUENT MODE VOLTAGE FED DIMMERS WITH
FREQUENCY MODULATION

As found previously, the dimmers providing fluent (continuous) light are
basically SMPS used for particular need of the light regulation. They produce
constant output voltage, current and, hence, constant illuminance without
flickering or stroboscopic effects [43]. In such converters the amount of energy
transferred through their reactive elements (inductors or capacitors), as well as
their output power depend on the duty-cycle of switching of their transistors
[44]. The majority of such LED dimmers use Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM)
to adjust the duty cycle by changing pulse width [45] and [46]. Typical
switching frequency of such dimmers is several hundred kHz that allows using
of smaller reactive components.
Another approach is Frequency Modulation (FM) at which the required duty
cycle is obtained with a variable period or frequency. At FM either pulse or
pause may be constant or both of them may be variable. FM gives a number of
benefits over PWM [A5], [A6] and [A9] that could prove to be very useful in
lighting applications to be discussed below.

3.1

Accuracy of Modulation Methods

Each modulation method is characterized by an accuracy at which the
corresponding dimmer is controlled with this method. In order to numerically
evaluate this resolution the following parameters have been included: 1)
practical step of duty cycle; 2) practical step of relative output of the dimmer.
Below these parameters are explained (Figure 3.1) [A5].

Practical Step of Duty Cycle
The first parameter is the practical step of the duty cycle. It may be defined
as a difference between its two neighboring values that are achievable in
practice:
ΔD = Dk − Dk −1 ,

(3.1)

RO [%]
RO(D)
ROmax

S

S

RO
ROLIN(D)

0

D

Dmin

DCR

Dk-1 Dk Dmax 100

Figure 3.1 Typical regulation curve of an LED lamp
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In the case of PWM this expression refers to the minimal time step which can
be counted by the utilized control hardware Δt:

k ⋅ Δt (k − 1) ⋅ Δt Δt 1
−
=
= ,
(3.2)
T
T
T N
where N – the number of minimal time steps in period (which is constant for
PWM). For example, if Δt=100ns and Τ=10μs, then N=100 and ΔD=1%, or if
Δt=100ns and Τ=5μs, then N=50 and ΔD=2%.
ΔD = ΔDk = Dk − Dk −1 =

Practical Step of Relative Output
The practical step of the output variable of the dimmer is expressed as a
difference of two neighboring values of this variable (LED current or luminous
flux) corresponding to neighboring duty cycle values given in (3.1):
ΔROk = ROk − ROk −1 = RO ( Dk ) − ( Dk −1 ) ,

(3.3)

where RO(D) is the regulation curve (Figure 3.1), which expresses the output
variable as a function of the duty-cycle and that incorporates the regulation law
of VF dimmers, as well as V-A and A-Lm curves of the LED matrix (the last
one may be omitted to simplify calculations). It must be noted that RO(D) is a
ratio of a physical variable vs. its maximal value measured in [%].

3.2

Accuracy of Frequency Modulation

Overview of Frequency Modulation Methods
General meaning of FM is achieving the required duty cycle values with a
variable period or frequency (Figure 3.2).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.2 Pulse frequency modulation methods for LED dimmers: a) constant
pause frequency modulation; c) constant pulse frequency modulation; d)
variable pulse variable pause frequency modulation
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In contrast to PWM this can be done in three ways: 1) with constant pause,
but variable pulse widths (Figure 3.2-a); 2) with constant pulse, but variable
pause (Figure 3.2-b) and 3) with variable pulse and pause (Figure 3.2-c). The
accuracy of the duty cycle, LED’s current and brightness obtained with these
modes as well as their effect on the weight, size, losses and efficiency of the
dimmer are quite different.

Constant Pause Frequency Modulation (CZFM)
This mode assumes that the pause between two neighboring impulses
remains constant. It is generated as a series of minimal time steps with a total
length tPAUSE=Z·∆t, where Z is an integer number of the steps. At the same time,
the number of elementary time steps in period is n and it is a variable defined by
the regulation loop. This period can be expressed as T=n·∆t. Then the duty
cycle can be defined as:
t PULSE T − t PAUSE n − Z
Z
=
=
=1− .
T
T
n
n
The step of the duty cycle is
D (n) =

Z   Z
Z

ΔD(n) = 1 −
 − 1 −  = 2
.
n n +n
 n +1 

(3.4)

(3.5)

At such approach, the greater n is, the greater is the duty cycle. It achieves value
1 at infinity n:

 Z
DMAX = lim 1 −  = 1 .
n → ∞
n
The step of the duty cycle at such values is

(3.6)

Z 
Z
ΔD@ DMAX = lim  −
(3.7)
=0.
n →∞ n
n +1
Numerical values calculated with (3.4) and (3.5) for Z=1 are given in Table 3.1.
Equations (3.6) and (3.7), as well as Table 3.1 show that CZFM achieves very
high accuracy of the duty-cycle at its values close to 100% (that is beneficial
when the input voltage of buck dimmer is close to the rated voltage of LEDs).
This accuracy is “virtual”, i.e., it is much better than the control system can
provide. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the difference between absolute and relative
values of time periods at CZFM. In absolute values the pause is equal to 2μs
(about 10% of the period), which corresponds to the relative value 1%.
Table 3.1 Duty Cycles Obtained with CZFM at Long Periods
n
10
15
100

D(n)
90%
93%
99%

∆D(n)
0.91%
0.42%
0.01%
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a)

b)

Figure 3.3 CZFM method for LEDs: a) absolute values; b) relative values
In the CZFM mode, lower values of the duty cycle are obtained at lower
values of n. This means that there exists the minimal value of the duty cycle
DMIN = 1 −

Z
n MIN

= 1−

Z
1
=
,
Z +1 Z +1

(3.8)

at which the step of the duty cycle is rather large

Z  
Z 
Z

ΔD@ DMIN = 1 −
 − 1 −
= 2
.
 Z + 2   Z + 1  Z + 3Z + 2

(3.9)

The values of the minimal duty cycle calculated with (3.4) and (3.5) are given in
Table 3.2. As it is seen from the table this feature is a significant limitation of
the described modulation method.
Table 3.1 and 3.2 prove that CZFM provides higher values of the duty cycle
at lower frequency with the higher accuracy that corresponds to the
requirements of DC/DC converters feeding LED elements. Lower values of the
duty cycle are valid at higher frequency with lower accuracy, but this drawback
is less important for the discussed application. The considerations stated above
are directly shows that CZFM provides better relative accuracy (smaller steps)
at higher values of the duty cycle. That suits well for combination of LEDs with
a buck converter which operates at higher duty cycles.
Table 3.2 Duty Cycles Obtained with CZFM at Short Periods
Z
1
5
10

DMIN(n=Z+1)
50%
17%
9%
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∆D@DMIN(n=Z+1)
17%
12%
8%

The obtained data, however, reflects only the accuracy of the modulation. To
complete the estimation the steady state conversion formula of the buck
converter (3.10), as well as approximation of LED’s V-A curve (1.3) must be
taken into consideration. Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4 take this into account and
present the calculated values of ΔRO at different types of modulation.
Vout = D ⋅ Vin .

(3.10)

From Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4 it follows that CZFM applied in a buck
dimmer provides higher accuracy of the relative output (current) especially
close to the rated point of LED operation. Finally, it leads to more accurate buck
dimmer operation if its switch is controlled by the CZFM signal. This
phenomenon is especially well seen in a regulation loop where the process
variable is the relative LED output (Figure 3.5a…c) which undergoes a step
response. In the case of PWM current steps are visible and significant (Figure
3.5d) while CZFM (Figure 3.5e) provides more accurate regulation.
Table 3.3 Calculated accuracy of a buck converter at CZFM (Z=1)
tp
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
...
19
20

tz
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

T
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
...
20
21
CZFM (Z=1)

D, %

∆D, %

50
67
75
80
83
86
88
89
90
...
95
95.238

16
9
5
3
3
2
1
1
1
...
0,3
0.238

CZFM (Z=3)

I, %
0
0
0
2.7
14.4
27.3
39.1
49.4
58.4
66.1
...
107.6
109.8

∆I, %
0
0
0
2.7
11.7
12.9
11.8
10.3
8.9
7.7
...
2.5
2.3

PWM (N=100)

14.0
12.0

ΔRO=f(D) [%]

10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
70.0

75.0

80.0

85.0
D [%]

90.0

95.0

100.0

Figure 3.4 Total accuracy of the relative dimmer output at CZFM and PWM
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IREF430

d)

e)

Figure 3.5 Step response of a buck LED dimmer operating with CZFM and
PWM: a) control loop; b) LED lamp (LED matrix and dimmer); c) realization
of control loop with MSP430 (Δt=125ns); d) step response with PWM
(N=100); e) step response with CZFM (Z=1) .

Constant Pulse Frequency Modulation
At Constant Pulse Frequency Modulation (CPFM) pulse duration is a
constant proportional to the elementary steps ∆t and number of such periods P
(tPULSE=P·∆t). At FM the period is variable. It can be expressed as T=n·∆t,
where n – is an integer number that is defined by the control system. Then the
duty cycle can be expressed as the function of n:
tP P
(3.11)
= .
T
n
At CPFM the step of the duty cycle is also the function of n. If it is defined as a
difference of two closest values of the duty cycle, then
D ( n) =

ΔD ( n) =

P
P
P
−
=
.
n n + 1 n2 − n

(3.12)

The greater n is, the smaller is the duty cycle. Its minimal value is equal to 0
and it is achieved at infinity n:

P
=0.
n →∞ n
The step of the duty cycle at such values is also zero:
DMIN = lim

P 
P
ΔD@ DMAX = lim  −
=0.
n →∞ n
n +1
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(3.13)

(3.14)

b)

a)

Figure 3.6 CPFM method for LEDs: a) absolute values; b) relative values
Figure 3.6 explains the changes of relative pause length. Figure 3.6a shows
the absolute values of the pulse (which is constant) and the pause for two close
occasions. In the first (upper) case, the pause is equal to 8 ∆t=16μs, but in the
second (lower one) it is 9 ∆t=16μs). Thus, the periods are also different. In
Figure 3.6b these two shapes are normalized in the same time frame. Then the
first pause is 89% (pulse 11%), but the second one – 90% (10%). Thus, again,
the accuracy of the duty cycle is higher than the accuracy of time counts (as
compared to PWM).
Some numerical values calculated with (3.11) and (3.12) for P=1 are given
in Table 3.4. As it is clear from this table, CPFM provides accuracy higher than
the PWM accuracy at the duty cycle close to 0. In fact, no simple converter can
provide high voltage at such duty cycle.
In the CPFM mode higher values of the duty cycle are obtained at lower
values of n. The minimal number of the pulses is P+1. Then the maximal value
of the duty cycle may be found as
DMAX =

P
n MIN

=

P
P +1

(3.15)

The step of the duty cycle then can be found as the difference of its maximal
value and the next smaller value:
P
P
P
ΔD@ DMAX =
−
= 2
.
(3.16)
P + 1 P + 2 P + 3P + 2
The values of the maximal duty cycle calculated with (3.15) and (3.16) are
given in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.4 Duty Cycles Obtained with CPFM at Long Periods
N
10
20
100

D(n)
10%
5%
1%

∆D(n)
0.91%
0.24%
0.01%

Table 3.5 Duty Cycles Obtained with CPFM at Short Periods
P
1
5
10

DMAX(n=P+1)
50%
83%
91%

∆D@DMAX(n=P+1)
17%
12%
8%

Table 3.4 and 3.5 show that CPFM provides higher values of the duty cycle
at high frequencies when the number of counted elementary steps ∆t is low. The
accuracy of the duty cycle at such conditions is extremely low. At the same time,
this modulation method provides also high accuracy of the duty cycle, but only
in the range of its low values if the number of counted elementary steps is high.
This phenomenon contradicts the nature of DC/DC converters feeding LED
elements that mostly require higher accuracy in the range of higher values of the
duty cycle. Therefore, control of this hardware is rather complicated in the
CPFM mode.

Variable Pulse and Pause Frequency Modulation (VVFM)
In the case of a buck/boost converter, its input voltage is 21 V that requires
the values of the duty cycle 45…54 % for output voltage range of 17...25 V.
The output voltage 21 V is obtained at D=50 %. Then the higher accuracy of the
duty cycle for D>50 % is achieved with a rising pulse width, while D<50 %
requires a rising pause width. The result is a more complicated variable pulse
and variable pause FM (VVFM) that would produce the maximal switching
frequency at 50 % but the minimal at the ends of the working range (at 45 and
54 %) [A6].

3.3

Assessment of Power Losses of Dimming SMPS at FM

The analysis of frequency modulation in LED dimmers is not complete
without estimation of its effect on the losses and efficiency because these are
very critical parameters of the dimming DC/DC converters. The loss calculation
technology presented in [47], [48], [49] and [50] has been adapted to LED
dimmers with not only PWM [51], but also with CZFM and CPFM [A6]. The
corresponding loss and efficiency calculations and measurement were made for
an LED matrix made of 15 series connected LEDs W724C0 (with rated power
10W, current IOmax=2.8 A and voltage equal 54 V – see [7] for more details).
The power loss calculated utilizing the technology presented in [A6] and
[A10] for buck and boost converters and taking into account real parameters of
LEDs at different values of frequency and types of modulation are given in
Table 3.6. Also, in order to find the actual effect of the modulation method and
converter topology, a series of experiments were made. The corresponding
graphs are presented in Figure 3.7.
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Table 3.6 Numerical Calculation of Losses of DC/DC converters
Buck
Buck Buck
Boost
CZFM
40kHz 80kHz
10kHz
4μs
92%
87%
90%
89%
96.5% 95%
96%
91%
97%
96%
97% 90.5%

Buck
POUT
Pmax=70W 10kHz
0.1 PMAX
0.5 PMAX
0.9 PMAX

92%
97.5%
98%
PWM, 80kHz

CZFM, 2us pause

Boost
80kHz

89%
91%
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Figure 3.7 Dimming DC/DC choppers for light regulation with LEDs: a) buck;
b) boost
Based on the results from Table 3.6 and 3.9, it is evident that the buck
converter has better efficiency over practically the whole range of power and
with all control methods. A boost converter is effective enough at low power.
Also, it can be declared that FM has a positive effect on the efficiency in the
case of a buck converter, while a boost converter shows almost no difference. It
can be explained by the major influence of the conduction losses in the case of
the boost converter and major influence of commutation losses in the case of a
buck converter. The decrease of frequency (operation at higher duty cycle and
power) leads to a significant reduction of total losses.

3.4

Summary

In this chapter focus was on the second hypothesis. The different types of
frequency modulation were experimentally and numerically evaluated. It was
observed that frequency modulation in general gives better accuracy close to a
certain point of operation. Better accuracy of the duty cycle is achieved with
CPFM at duty cycle values close to 0. However, CPFM is unsuitable for light
regulation because there is no dimming converter that produces valuable light at
D=0. However, CZFM in a buck converter ensures better accuracy and D in
that case approaches 100 %. The losses and efficiency with FM are comparable
with the PWM mode of regulation, moreover, buck converter with CZFM can
present better efficiency at higher loads. Thus, in summary, the hypothesis of
improvement of controllability of the fluent mode LED dimmers with frequency
modulation holds.
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4

CURRENT FED LED DIMMERS

Since DC-DC converters can be regarded as almost lossless, and their output
voltage is proportional to input voltage as well as the input current – to the
output current [52], they can be identified as DC transformers. In particular, this
means that the schemes of well known voltage fed DC-DC converters are
reversible in respect to their supply type. That is why simple topological rules
enable the achievement of obviously novel schemes of current fed DC-DC
converters. They are duals of some familiar voltage source converters.
On the other hand, most of the modern converters obtain energy from an
ideal voltage source delivering it after the conversion to the loads which also
can analyzed as ideal voltage sources. However, there exist applications where
the current supply is advantageous. Examples of such applications are DC-DC
convertors fed directly from the 3-phase grid through a rectifier and a large
choke, current fed electrical motors and rectifiers with possible reversal power
flow. Also, applications where the energy source is a “natural” current source,
like photovoltaic and superconductive energy storages, can be accounted into
this group. The current that flows from the input source cannot be uninterrupted
in these cases. At the same time, the applications with constant output current
also ask the supply from current fed converters. LED lighting sources can also
be added to this group because brightness depends directly on their current. This
chapter covers LEDs supplied from current fed converters.

4.1

Transformation of Converters

Transformation rules
The duality concept is well known in circuit theory [53] and was applied
already in the late 1970s to construct current-sourced converters from the
corresponding voltage-sourced converters [54].

a)

b)

Figure 4.1 Transformation of circular connections into star connections: 1)
general case; 2) Y and Δ connection
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Table 4.1 Equations for impedance conversion
∆ to Y

Y to ∆

R12 ⋅ R13
R1 =
R1 + R2 + R3
R12 ⋅ R23
R2 =
R1 + R2 + R3
R23 ⋅ R13
R3 =
R1 + R2 + R3

R ⋅ R + R 2 ⋅R3 + R1 ⋅ R3
R12 = 2 1
R3
R ⋅ R + R 2 ⋅R3 + R1 ⋅ R3
R23 = 2 1
R1
R ⋅ R + R 2 ⋅R3 + R1 ⋅ R3
R13 = 2 1
R2

The transformation of voltage fed (VF) converters to the current fed (CF)
converters is based on the following transformation methods for basic circuit
elements: 1) voltage sources are replaced with current sources; 2) capacitors are
replaced with inductors; 3) open circuit is turned into short circuit; 4) star, in
particular Y, connection becomes a circular connection, in particular ∆ and vice
versa (Figure 4.1a).
The rule of transformation of Y connection to the ∆ (Figure 4.1b) also
known as pi (π) to tee (T) connection simplifies the analysis of an electrical
network. The circuit transformation theory was published by Arthur Edwin
Kennelly in 1899 [55].This rule is used to establish the equivalence for a
network with three elements. Table 4.1 presents special equations for converting
∆ to Y and vice versa:
These rules also can be applied on basic components of DC-DC converters,
such as inductance, capacitor transistor and diode. The inductance and capacitor
can be called as complex resistances. The transistor is nonlinear resistance
which depends on time and the diode can be presented as nonlinear resistance.

Example of current fed circuit – current fed buck converter
•

Schematic
The rules listed above enable us to transform different converters. The
process of transformation of a conventional voltage supplied buck converter
into the corresponding current supplied buck converter is presented Figure 4.2.
There is a π (∆) circuitry on the input and a T (Y) circuitry – on the output of
this converter. If the transformation rules are applied to these distinct parts of
the VF buck converter (Figure 4.2a), it is transformed into the CF buck
converter (Figure 4.2c). The input delta transforms to the input star and the
output star to the output delta (Figure 4.2b). Sources and base elements are
replaced taking into account the above rules.
Operation parameters of a CF converter have considerable influence on the
static accuracy and dynamic stability of the system where it is installed as an
object of regulation [A11]. Static operation of CF converters (including CF
buck) is defined by the currents balance in their capacitors, like operation of VF
buck converters is defined by the voltage balance of their inductors. Depending
on this balance, continuous and discontinuous conduction mode can be
emphasized.
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Figure 4.2 Transformation of a VF buck converter to a CF buck converter:
right side (yellow) - input transformation; left side (purple) - output
transformation
• Static Operation in Continuous Capacitor’s Voltage Mode
In the continuous capacitor’s voltage mode, this voltage never drops to zero
level. This leads to a very simple equilibrium of a capacitor’s charging and
discharging currents.
When the input transistor M1 is on, the current source is short-circuited.
When the capacitor is being discharged by the load current –ILOAD, then the
voltage across the capacitor CCF decreases and can be expressed by the
equation:
ΔVC −

T

1
=
CCF

 (− I

LOAD ) dt

D ⋅T

=

( − I LOAD ) ⋅ D ⋅ T
.
CCF

(4.1)

When the transistor is off, the current is conducted by diode D1 and the
capacitor of the converter is charged by the difference of the supply IIN and load
–ILOAD currents. The corresponding voltage increase is expressed as follows:
ΔVC +

1
=
CCF

T

 (I

IN

− I LOAD ) dt =

D ⋅T

( I IN − I LOAD ) ⋅ (1 − D ) ⋅ T
.
CCF

(4.2)

In (4.1) and (4.2) T is the switching period, but D is the duty cycle of its
switch operation. In the case of static operation of the converter the voltage
across the capacitor has to be the same at the borders of the switching period:
∆VC–+∆VC+=0. This gives the following current transformation equation:
I LOADc = I IN ⋅ (1 − D ) .
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(4.3)

• Static Operation in Discontinuous Capacitor’s Voltage Mode
Equations (4.1)…(4.3) are valid if the voltage across the capacitor is always
higher than zero (Figure 4.3a red curve). Otherwise (Figure 4.3b), the voltage
fall time is shorter and Eq. (9) is expressed as:
I LOAD ⋅ δ = ( I IN − I LOAD ) ⋅ (1 − D) ,

(4.4)

where δ can be found based on the capacitor’s voltage
ΔVC +
( I − I LOAD ) ⋅ T
(4.5)
⋅ (t + + t − ) = IN
⋅ (1 − D + δ ) .
2
C
Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) together form the current transformation expression for a
discontinuous voltage mode
VLOAD = VC =

I LOADd = I IN ⋅

(1 − D ) 2
VLOAD / 4VLOADd max + (1 − D ) 2

.

(4.6)

where
VLOADd max = I IN ⋅ T /(8 ⋅ C )

(4.7)

is the maximal possible output voltage in the discontinuous mode reached at
D=0.5. Equation (4.7) means that in this mode the output current is a function of
both the duty cycle of the converter and its load. On the whole, (4.3) and (4.6)
look quite similar to voltage transformation equations of the VF buck converter
where 1–D is used instead of D.
• Example of operation
The equation obtained and the operation modes were checked
experimentally. During the experiments a reduced version of the LED matrix
with 7 10 W LEDs was used. Further, in the case of the LED load, the output
voltage is nearly constant (and very close to the nominal voltage of the LEDs,
i.e., is quite high). For this reason, discontinuous voltage mode with CF drivers
LED load is almost impossible (for this reason, the operation signals shown in
Figure 4.3 are taken with a resistive load).

a)
b)
Figure 4.3 Static operation waveforms of a CF buck driver at IIN=2.4A,
T=25μs, C=1μF and gives VLOADdmax=7.5V, as well as at D=75%: a)
continuous capacitor’s voltage at VLOAD=20V and ILOAD=0.6A; b)
discontinuous capacitor’s voltage at VLOAD=4V and ILOAD=0.8A.
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a)
b)
Figure 4.4 CF version of: a) boost; b) buck boost dimmer

Other current fed converters
In the same way it is possible to transform any traditional VF converter (or
more sophisticated, like SEPIC, Zeta etc.) into the corresponding CF circuit.
Since the target of this thesis is a well controllable LED dimmer, this approach
was applied also to boost and buck-boost circuits, which have different
transformation equations. The CF dimmers produced are given in Figure 4.4.

4.2

Controllability of Dimmers

The proposed hypothesis assumes that CF dimmers provide better
controllability than the VF ones. In order to make a valuable comparison,
several control parameters were chosen. They refer to the dimmer’s regulation
curve, which expresses its relative output RO (current or light) changes that
occurred for particular duty cycle changes (Figure 3.1). These parameters are: a)
nonlinearity of the regulation curve (NL); b) utilization of the duty cycle (DSPAN)
and c) maximal gain of the lamp (GLAMP).
• Nonlinearity of the regulation curve
Nonlinearity has a strong effect on the stability and dynamic performance of
the control system. It is an integral criterion that is equal to the root-meansquare declination ∆S of the regulation curve from a line connecting its border
points to the root-mean-square value S of the curve itself:

ΔS
,
S

NL =

(4.8)

where ∆S is defined as
S=

1
Dmax − Dmin

Dmax

 RO

2

( D ) dD ,

(4.9)

Dmin

but S – as follows:
ΔS =

1
Dmax − Dmin

Dmax

 [RO( D) − RO

]

2

LIN

( D ) dD

(4.10)

Dmin

In Eqs. (4.8)…(4.10) D is the duty cycle of operation of the chosen converter.
This control parameter depends on a physical parameter (pulse width or period)
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that is variable with the particular modulation method. Its values at the ends of
the regulation curve are obviously 0 and 100% while those corresponding to the
minimal and maximal values of the relative output – Dmin and Dmax.
• Utilization of the duty cycle
The second parameter for comparison reflects which part of the duty cycle
span is used practically to adjust the relative output. Then it can be defined as
the parameter ratio:
ΔDSPAN =

Dmax − Dmin
⋅ 100% = Dmax − Dmin .
100% − 0

(4.11)

• Maximal dynamic gain of the lamp
Finally, the maximal gain of the lamp expresses the maximal rate of change
of RO with changes of the duty cycle D. It can be exactly expressed as a duty
cycle derivative of the regulation curve (4.12). It can be expressed also
approximately as a ratio of RLO changes to the corresponding D changes:

dRLO ΔRLO
.
(4.12)
≈
dD
ΔD
ΔRO and ΔD in (1) are explained in Figure 3.1. The maximal value of the gain
that can be found as the worst ratio is
GLAMP = f ( D) =

G LAMP max =

ΔROmax
ΔDCR

(4.13)

The maximal value expressed by (4.13) is especially important for the
estimation of the stability of the lamp.

4.3

Assessment of Light Controllability Obtained with CF
Dimmers

To confirm the hypothesis, CF and VF dimmers were analyzed based on
several experiments with different VF and CF dimmers. Based on the formulas
for comparison parameters presented in this chapter, a series of calculations and
experiments were done and the corresponding graphs were built. The results are
presented in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.5.
Table 4.2 Calculated and Measured Controllability Parameters of LEDs with
CF and VF Drivers (for RO Working Range 10...100%)
Calculated / Measured
Buck
|GLAMPmax|, [%/%] 7 / 6
NL, [%]
11 / 11
DSPAN, [%]
16 / 18

VF
Boost
9/7
17 / 11
15 / 18

B-Boost
25 / 16
14 / 5
7/7
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CF
Buck
Boost
B-Boost
1/1
20 / 19
3/3
7 / 13 107 / 115 22 / 16
90 / 94
45 /79
53 / 55
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Figure 4.5 Graphical comparison of measured regulation curves of VF (solid
and dashed graphs) and CF (dotted and dash-dotted) driven LED lamps

A set of deductions can be submitted based on the presented graphical and
calculated results. The first one is identifying the ramp of the regulation curve.
From Figure 4.5 it is clear that the light regulation curves of voltage dimmers
are more "vertical", while the curves of CF dimmers are more "horizontal".
Such tendency of CF dimmers leads to lower maximal dynamic gain that, in
turn, ensures higher stability. Moreover, a wider span of usable duty cycle
values is available with CF dimmers. Another confirmation of this conclusion
follows from Table 4.2.
The next conclusion based on Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2 is that the
nonlinearity of the regulation curve is comparable for most of the dimmers
except the boost dimmer. In addition, CF boost dimmers provide a rather
narrow range of RO. The reason of this can be explained as follows. The values
of LED’s current ILOAD are higher than the supply current IIN and consequently
low RO cannot be obtained due to the nature of the dimmer. At the same time,
due to the almost constant LED voltage, the higher output current requires a
higher input voltage, which is also difficult to achieve. For example, if
IIN=0.2ILOAD, then RO≈20…100%, but VIN=1…5VLOAD.

4.4

Power Losses of CF Buck Dimmers

To acquire a more comprehensive comparison of VF and CF dimmers, the
energy efficiency of CF buck dimmers was also estimated. Figure 4.6 represents
the experimentally obtained efficiency, Figure 4.7 – losses, but Table 4.3 shows
temperatures of switches (thus indirectly showing also loss distribution) of such
dimmers.
Table 4.3 Case of Ambient Temperature Drop of CF Buck Driver at Different
Values of Duty Cycle
Transistor
Diode

ΔTca at D=10%
240C
310C

ΔTca at D=40%
190C
220C
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ΔTca at D=75%
100C
150C
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Figure 4.6 Measured efficiency of VF and CF buck driven LED lamps (solid –
VF, dashed – CF, dotted – CF after inductor).
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Figure 4.7. Measured losses of VF and CF buck driven LED lamps (solid – VF,
dashed – CF, dotted – CF after inductor).

As seen in Figure 4.6 and 4.8, the VF buck converter is more efficient at all
values of RLO. The difference is especially significant at low loads, that can be
explained by the differences in operation. The best range of D of VF driver is
75…95%, in which diode conduction losses are minor. In a CF driver all losses
highly depend on D. At high load (low D), the MOSFET conducts input current
for a shorter time, but the diode – for a longer and diode losses are significant.
At small load (high D), the MOSFET conducts almost all the time and its losses
are dominating. Moreover, in a CF driver one of the switches always conducts
the full input current 2.8A. However, at high load the output power is also high
and the efficiency is acceptable. Some static losses appear (Figure 4.7) also in
the input inductor that is an optional element and its losses can be omitted
(dotted line). Data in Table 4.3 prove the above statements.

4.5

Weight and Size of CF Dimmers

Both the VF and CF buck converters with the same load have the same set of
components: MOSFET, diode, capacitor and inductor. The sizes of the inductor
and capacitor, as well as heatsinks are the main factors that define the whole
size of the converter. At the same time these elements finally define LED
current ripples that have to be minimal.
In the case of a VF converter, LED’s current ripples are defined by their
voltage ripples that, in turn, are defined by the current ripples of the inductor
and can be expressed with the following equation:
t

1
V Δt V D(1 − D)T
1
ΔI L =
VL (t ) dt = L 1 = IN
.
L0
L
L
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(4.14)

The maximal value of these ripples is achieved at D=0.5 and is equal to
∆ILmax=VINT/4L. Then the voltage ripples can be found as

1
ΔVC =
CVF

Δt 2

I
0

C (t ) dt

=

ΔI LT
1 1 ΔI L T
⋅ ⋅
⋅ =
,
CVF 2 2 2 8 ⋅ CVF

(4.15)

where IC(t) is found as the difference of direct LEDs and the saw-tooth
inductor’s currents that is equal to the current ripples. (42) and maximum of
(41) give the following product of the capacity C and inductance L:
VIN T 2
.
⋅
ΔV 32
In the same way, the output current ripple of a CF converter gives:
LVF × CVF ≥

(4.16)

I IN T 2
(4.17)
⋅
ΔI 32
LEDs current ripples have to be lower than 3% that, due to the features of the
LED’s V-A curve, requires 1% of voltage ripples. Therefore,
LCF × CCF ≥

LVF × CVF ≥ (VIN / 0.01VIN ) ⋅ (T 2 / 32) = 100 ⋅ T 2 / 32 and

(4.18)

LCF × CCF ≥ ( I IN / 0,03I IN ) ⋅ (T 2 / 32) = 33 ⋅ T 2 / 32 .

(4.19)

Analysis of (4.18) and (4.19) leads to the following remarks: 1) the volume and
weight of L and C elements of a CF buck converter can be up to three times
smaller; 2) their linear dimensions are up to 3 3 = 1.44 times smaller than those
of a VF buck converter.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter focus was on the second hypothesis. The static operation of
LED luminaries with several VF and CF LED dimmers was investigated. The
hypothesis that LED dimmers supplied by direct current improve the parameters
of controllability of the dimmers at the same time keeping their efficiency at the
level comparable with existing competitive VF topologies was proved.
Moreover, the sizes of CF dimmers are potentially smaller. However, a CF buck
dimmer is preferable due to its specific features. The control switch of a CF
buck dimmer is connected to the same ground as its supply that makes its
transistor driver simpler and cheaper. Practical utilization of a CF boost dimmer
seems unrealistic because the input voltage of such dimmers should be high
while its output current cannot be low, so that RO is limited.
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5
5.1

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Generalization

The thesis explores two different aspects of the electronic ballasts for
luminaries with LEDs. The first aspect relates to the influence of frequency
modulation on the efficiency and controllability of the drivers of known
topologies. The second concerns the development of LED drivers utilizing
direct current regulation approach to improve the parameters of controllability
of the drivers keeping at the same time their efficiency at the level comparable
with existing competitive topologies. Specifically, the contribution of the thesis
is demonstrated by the following statements.
First, LED lamps are evaluated as eco-friendly lighting sources. LEDs are an
energy efficient alternative as compared with traditional lighting sources. They
provide longer lifetime and enable us to control a lighting flux that makes them
attractive to use in smart lighting applications. It is concluded that the success
of the LED lighting technology depends considerably on the success of the
electronic circuits intended for their supply and regulation of their current –
LED drivers.
Chapter 2 describes a smart lighting system. The principle of a smart lighting
system is based on the function of lighting control and regulation. The current
state-of-the-art in the field of energy efficient dimmable LED drivers (electronic
ballasts for LEDs) was analyzed and their main drawbacks and advantages
identified. It has been proposed to improve the quality (linearity and accuracy)
of light regulation of the fluent mode voltage fed dimmers utilizing FM to
control high frequency switchings of dimmer’s transistors and to use CF
dimmers. Also, a testbench built to provide a flexible experimenting base is
described in this chapter.
Chapter 3 investigates various FM methods, analyzes their compatibility
with different converter topologies and estimates the controllability and
efficiency of LED dimmers. The proposed hypothesis is stated analytically and
verified by experiments.
Chapter 4 discusses the second hypothesis. The static operation of LED
luminaries with several VF and CF LED dimmers is investigated. CF LED
dimmers are proposed as a solution that provides better light controllability. The
synthesis rules and analysis of CF dimmer’s operation are presented.

5.2

Conclusions

1) First, it was found and experimentally confirmed that high performance
and energy efficient dimmers are based on the fluent mode light regulation. The
pulse mode dimmers are undesirable due to their flickering and stroboscopic
effects, but the step mode – due to the low number of provided light levels.
However, if the required number of lighting levels is rather small (<20), the step
mode light regulation may also be used.
2) It was found that in general, FM provides better accuracy close to a
certain point of operation. However, this method of control of switchings has
several options:
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·
It is concluded that in the case of CZFM, accuracy is higher at higher
values of the duty cycle (close to D=1). This corresponds well to the buck type
LED dimmers that, due to the higher rate of change of V-A curve of LEDs,
require higher accuracy at this point. It was checked that the losses and
efficiency of the buck converter with FM are comparable with PWM and can
even provide better efficiency at higher loads. Therefore, undoubtedly this
method of dimmer’s improvement is positive.
·
At the same time, CPFM achieves better accuracy of the duty cycle at
its values close to 0. However, CPFM is unsuitable for light regulation, because
there is no dimming converter that produces valuable light at D=0. Therefore,
practical use of this modulation method is questionable.
3) The hypothesis that LED dimmers supplied by direct current have better
controllability, at the same time keeping the efficiency at the level comparable
with existing competitive VF topologies is confirmed. Moreover, the sizes of
CF dimmers are potentially smaller. However, this kind of LED dimmer
improvement also has options:
·
CF buck dimmers are advantageous due to their specific features. First,
it is more practical, because it requires no high input voltage. Also, the driver of
the switch of the CF buck dimmer is connected to the same ground as its
supply, resulting in simpler and cheaper design. Therefore, this kind of LED
dimmers can be recommended for practical use.
·
Practical utilization of CF boost dimmers seems unrealistic, because of
the almost constant LED voltage, higher output current and power balance of
the input voltage of such dimmers should be high. Also, output current of these
dimmers cannot be low, so that the range of RO is limited.

5.3

Future Work

Attractive features of LEDs draw great interest from scientific communities
and industry of lighting technologies. Based on the research and practical work
done in this thesis, proposals for expansion and potential areas for further
research are suggested.
1) CZFM and CPFM modulation was studied in Chapter 3, but VVFM was
neglected because it is a mix of CZFM and CPFM. However, this modulation
method is an interesting topic to study due to the opportunity to select the
working point freely and to use VVFM with any type of the dimmer. However,
the trade off between the higher accuracy and calculation capacity of a control
system needs special focus in this case.
2) In the research of LED dimmers, a suggestion relevant to the efficiency of
CF dimmers was made. The future objective is the practical realization of such
dimmers. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an effective current source to a
voltage source converter. The overall efficiency of such systems is also a
subject of research.
Thus, finally, the fluent mode dimmers with frequency modulated switchings
control as well as those designed as current converters are suitable for
implementation in the smart lighting systems with LEDs, but as their
parameters still can be improved further research is required.
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Abstract
Research and Development of Electronic Ballasts for Smart Lighting
Systems with Light Emitting Diodes
In the recent years, the topic of smart systems including lighting has been
widely discussed due to the need of reduction of energy consumption in the
world. Implementation of LEDs in such systems improves the energy efficiency
of lighting systems. LEDs offer many advantages over traditional lighting
sources, such as: long lifetime, high efficiency, instant light-up, fully dimmable
almost without colour variation, direct emission of coloured light without
filters, complete spectrum of colours, dynamic colour control and tunable white
point, total design freedom. Thus, LEDs are very suitable for more efficient
systems, vibration-proof lighting, no mercury, no IR or UV radiation in visible
light. However, LEDs are semiconductor devices that need to be powered from
direct current or voltage source of rather low value, while the power supplies
nowadays have mostly higher value voltages, often AC. Therefore, the special
electronic circuit called ballast is needed.
The main aim of this PhD thesis is to analyze existing electronic ballasts for
LEDs and propose ways to develop the energy-efficient dimming electronic
ballast for LEDs. The definition of a smart lighting system is presented. Further,
the smart lighting systems should have the light regulation function. According
to this, different light regulation methods were studied and it was found that the
fluent mode light regulation is the most accurate one.
It is proposed to improve the quality (accuracy) of light regulation of the
different types of dimmers utilizing frequency modulation to control high
frequency switchings of dimmer’s transistors. Different types of frequency
modulation were estimated analytically, experimentally and numerically.
According to these estimations, the improvement of controllability and
efficiency of DC-DC dimmers for LEDs were verified. It is concluded that the
most promising combination for LED light regulation is constant pause
frequency modulation used in a buck converter.
The idea of current fed LED dimmers was also verified. The synthesis rules,
basics of operation and main relationship of such dimmers were described. It
was found and verified that the current fed dimmer improves the parameters of
controllability while the size of current fed dimmers is smaller than that of
voltage fed LEDs dimmers. This conclusion, however, concerns mostly current
fed buck dimmers.
The analyses, methods and results of this research can be useful for further
studies of power electronics and for companies whose profile is development
and production of electronic ballasts for LEDs.
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Kokkuvõtte
Tarkades valgustussüsteemides kasutatavate LED-valgustite
elektrooniliste ballastseadmete uurimine ja arendamine
Seoses vajadusega vähendada elektrienergia tarbimist on viimastel aastatel
kogu maailmas arutluse all mitmesugused intellektuaalsed süsteemid,
sealhulgas targad valgustussüsteemid. Valgusdioodide kasutamine sellistes
süsteemides suurendab valgusallikate energiatõhusust ja funktsionaalsust.
Valgusdioodidel on palju eeliseid, võrreldes traditsiooniliste valgusallikatega:
pikk ekspluatatsiooniperiood, kõrge valgustootlikkus, hetkeline sisse- ja väljalülitumine, täieliku hämardamise võimalus peaaegu ilma värvuse muutuseta ja
tööiga vähendamata. Peale selle võivad valgusdioodid kiirata praktiliselt
mistahes spektraalkoosseisuga valgust vajaduseta kasutada selleks valgusfiltreid, valgusdioodid võimaldavad teostada valgusspektri dünaamilist juhtimist
ja valge punkti häälestamist. Samuti tuleb märkida valgusdioodide paindlikkust
kasutamisel, nende vibratsioonikindlust, elavhõbeda puudumist, kõrvalise
infrapuna- ja ultraviolettkiirguse puudumist (kui need on mittesoovitavad). Kuid
pooljuhtseadmetena, mida toidetakse küllalt madala väljundsuurusega
alalisvoolu- või alalispingeallikast (samal ajal on praegu peamiselt
toiteallikateks kõrgema pingega vahelduvpingeallikad), nõuavad valgusdioodid
spetsiaalsete elektrooniliste skeemide, nimetatakse ballastideks, kasutamist.
Käesoleva doktoritöö peamiseks eesmärgiks on valgusdioodide olemasolevate ballastide analüüs, nende puuduste väljaselgitamine ja soovituste
väljatöötamine olemasolevate puuduste kõrvaldamiseks. Seega on kõne all
valgusdioodidele
hämardamise
energiatõhusa
elektroonilise
ballasti
väljatöötamine.
Töö alguses esitatakse valgustuse intellektuaalse süsteemi määratlus.
Näidatakse, et selline valgustussüsteem peab omama valguse reguleerimisfunktsiooni. Vastavalt sellele uuriti valgusvoo erinevaid juhtimismeetodeid.
Selgitati välja, et valgusparameetrite pidevreguleerimine on kõige eelistatum
reguleerimistäpsuse vaatekohalt.
Töös on ettepanek parandada valgusparameetrite reguleerimise juhitavust
(täpsus, mittelineaarsus ja praktiline diapasoon), kasutades sagedusmodulatsiooni erinevate valgusregulaatorite transistoride kõrgsageduslike
ümberlülituste juhtimiseks. Analüütiliselt, eksperimentaalselt ja numbrilise
modelleerimise teel uuriti sagedusmoduleerimise erinevaid viise. Saadud
andmete põhjal võib lugeda tõestatuks juhitavuse ja efektiivsuse parandamine
väljapakutud meetodiga valgusdioodide valgusregulaatorites, mis on ehitatud
pingemuunduri põhimõttel. Samuti tehti järeldus, et kõige perspektiivsem on
energiatõhususe ja reguleerimistäpsuse seisukohalt ühildada konstantse pausiga
sagedusmodulatsioon ja madaldav pingemuundur.
Töö järgmises osas kontrollitakse ideed ehitada valgusdioodi dimmer
(valgusregulaator) kui vooluregulaator toitega alalisvooluallikast. Töös tuuakse
selliste valgusregulaatorite sünteesi juhised, nende töö põhiprintsiibid ja selliste
valgusregulaatorite põhilised võrrandid. Teostatud töö põhjal määratleti ja
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tõestati, et voolumuundurina projekteeritud valgusregulaator parandab
juhitavuse näitajaid. Samal ajal võivad sellise valgusregulaatori mõõtmed olla
väiksemad pingemuundurina ehitatud valgusregulaatori omadest. See järeldus
käib peamiselt madaldava voolumuunduri kohta.
Selle uuringu meetodid ja tulemused võivad olla kasulikud edasistes
uuringutes jõuelektroonikas, aga samuti kompaniides, kelle profiiliks on
valgusdioodidega valgustusaparatuuri, sealhulgas valgusdioodide elektroonsed
ballastid, väljatöötamine ja tootmine.
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